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About This Game

Super Mr. Kake

A unique cartoon-fighting video game experience visually inspired by The Ren & Stimpy Show.
Super Mr. Kake tells the story of a retired Superhero that is now dedicated to creating wedding and birthday cakes (He´s very

good at it by the way)

One day, a mysterious thief steals the most delicious cake he ever made! The situation forces Super Mr. Kake to make an epic
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comeback. Donning his legendary cape, Super Mr. Kake will need to explore the land of screwlose and search out the thief.
The suspects are many, the guilty is just one, and Super Mr. Kake will do anything and everything to have his cake back.

Game play

Super Mr. Kake is a deliciously difficult and fast paced fighting game. Use dodging, blocking and timing, then deliver
devastating blows to your enemies.

Enemies will get progressively tougher as you advance through the game story, forcing you to adapt, learn their patterns and
look for openings.

Are you ready to wear the cape and eat the cake?
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super mr kate

This game could be REALLY good! The concept is great !
 But it has no smooth turning andit is very buggy (your avatar cant stand still, arrow grabbin nearly impposible, no attack sounds
or on hit, oculus controllers are not positioned as they
should be. I really hope they fix all this, polish the game a bit and i will come back to it in a heart beat!

You can local coop RTs map or MOBA thats really cool! Please make this game great but until then i have to give a thumbs
down...for now !
If this will be like smite having a baby with total war i would give you 60 bucks for sure !. I have to say that this game - unlike
for example Puzzle Quest 1 or Puzzle Kingdoms - quite a few times made me scream in horror at how random, unfair it can be;
leaving you without control.

See, in this game you play alone. There are no moves done by the computer, basically you just rotate stuff (in one direction
only) and pray for a good outcome. Then a bit later into the game there's this thing "Idle twist" - sometimes you just can't match
anything, and you get PUNISHED for this.
Bonus games - create a x8 combo (later one) - it is of course doable, but to set the whole thing up is like the greatest pain in the
butt, fighting with the game's mechanics.

And then there's the length of the game - it surely outstays it's welcome for my taste. 15hrs of stupid rotating and I'm
somewhere halfway through, although I have to admit I've wasted some time unlocking "rewards" (nothing rewarding, no sense
of accomplishment, trust me). But at least it's looking better than Puzzle Quest 2 which was even longer and tiring, I'll give you
that.

5/10, weak puzzle game, too random and repetitive. The outpost 9 is an episodic visual novel/point and click hybrid where you
follow the story of the crew of the outpost which is a mining facility set on a small moon called cobalt paradise.

The first episode contains two chapters and will take you about an hour to complete.

The gameplay is very unique as throughout the game the gameplay switches between cutscenes that you would expect to find in
a visual novel game to a top down point and click style where in game actions are done through an in game menu. The aim is to
make your way arround the facility solving puzzles all while avoiding the pilot, this is done by keeping an ear to your motion
scanner and when the pilot is aproaching you must find a place to hide.

The in game visuals are very retro styled which I like and feel that it suits this style of game very well, the accompanying audio
is also very nice and does not seem out of place at any point in the game.

Each character has the own visuals and their own personality within the game and each character does a great job at telling the
over all story of the game, while voiceover would be nice i feel that text speach in this game suits the style and feel of the game
a little more as is adds well to the retro feel of the game.

Overall I really like the story in this game and enjoyed my time playing it and for such a low price I would reccomend you pick
up this game.. This game looks it might be nice but WARNING --- As of this review (1\/14\/2018) this game does NOT work
with the Oculus touch controllers. (Several people have indicated they have the same problem in the community hub)

Since that's what I have, I can't play the game, and so I am giving it a "not recomended"

I would like to point out that the game SAYS it works with motion tracked controller, but aparently not all of them.

Hopefully they will get this fixed, and I will be able to change my review.

. I don't know why some of worms fans hate this game. Can somebody explain?. Nobody plays this game any more, servers are
empty, and game is only for multyplayer, its not worth 9.99 Euros, so dont be a foul.. Relaxing but still challenging game that
hits for me the perfect balance. One of my VR surprises.. Not very interesting weapons or missions.
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Cheap enough if you like the original game, but I'm left feeling dissapointed.. Really fun!
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Really good tennis sim game, lotsa customizablity options for your players, and nuanced gameplay

There is a small but regular playerbase which is growing daily. this game makes me remember my childhood life ( minesweeper
in 2018 ). Pretty fun game for $5.00. Finished all challanges and achievements in under 8 hours and found it to get a little stale
after that. Pleased with the progression and ran well with no issues for me. Recommended for a quick play but don't expect to
get more than 10 hours out of the game unless you love making obsurd rube goldberg death machines.. server is dead, find
russian server to play it. 1 of the best TD in VR. Highly polished, well balanced. 3 worlds x 5 levels each. 7+ hours of gameplay.

9\/10.. very good game. Picked it up on sale, glad i didn't pay full price. The armor skin bug bothered me, a few glitches here
and there, but besides that i was pleased. Grab a couple buddies and a case of beer for this one.. Where did the Siege-Mode go?.
A short game with its own charm. A lot of things can be improved, but the fact it's just $1 and can be played with 1 hand should
justify that (kind of).
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